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Literacy is the ability to read, write, speak and listen in 
a way that lets us communicate effectively and helps 

us to make sense of the world.
(National Literacy Trust)

The best way to improve your literacy is to read.
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PART ONE: SPAG

Spelling, punctuation and grammar



Can you think of a link? 

Sometimes when we learn words it helps us to learn a rhyme 
or a saying to help us remember how to spell the word. 

Necessary

Every shirt has one Collar (represents the C) and two sleeves 
(represents the double ss)  

Can you create links for words you commonly misspell to help you remember them? 

Word Think of a link 

Section 1: spellings and misspellings



Spelling test 1

Read Write Cover and write

Co
m

m
on

ly
 m

iss
pe

lt 
w

or
ds

 

friend 

character 

conscientious 

language

minuscule 

definitely 

disappear 

miniature 

embarrass 

environment  

repetition

finally 

existence 

argument

beginning

To
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c 
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ifi

c 
w

or
ds
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Spelling test 2

Read Write Cover and write

Co
m

m
on

ly
 m

iss
pe

lt 
w

or
ds

 

foreign

fourth 

gauge 

generally 

grammar 

grateful 

guarantee 

great 

height 

hierarchy

ignorance 

immediate 

independent 

wander v wonder 

intelligence 

To
pi

c 
sp

ec
ifi

c 
w

or
ds
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Section 2: Dictionary skills and vocabulary

When using a dictionary and a thesaurus it is important to know how to use it 
properly otherwise your sentences won’t make any sense! 

1. The dictionary is  in alphabetical order. 
2. You may need to look for the  root word . (See section on root words) 
3. When you find your word it will look like this 

abominable ► adjective 1 very unpleasant and causing disgust. 2 informal
very bad.  

The word you 
are looking 
for. 

Which word 
class does 
your word fit 
into? 

There may be several definitions for your 
word, each definition starts with a new 
number. 

One definition may 
signify if it is a 
formal or informal 
expression. 

Once you have checked the definition of your word check that it fits 
into your sentence properly, is this  what you want to show your 
reader? Is it the right word class? 
If it is not, use the thesaurus to find one that says exactly and 
precisely what you want to. 

1. The thesaurus works the same way as a dictionary, in alphabetical order. 
2. There are two sections synonyms and antonyms
3. If you are using a combined dictionary and thesaurus the synonyms will 

come under the dictionary definition. 

SYNONYMS  loathsome, detestable, hateful, 
obnoxious, despicable, contemptible, disgusting, 
revolting, repellent, repulsive, repugnant, 
abhorrent. 

ANTONYMS good, admirable. 

Synonym – a word 
with similar meaning. 

Antonym – a word 
with the opposite 
meaning. 

Remember, once you have found your new word look it 
up in the dictionary before you put it in your sentence to 
check that it really makes sense and conveys what you 
want to say. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=dictionary&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=TCmU_Xged8vWAM&tbnid=HyUSR9QfYm-6EM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.classicalmusiccity.com/search/article.php?vars=390/Music-Dictionary-N.html&ei=VF3fU8n6K8nL0QXnpoGoAw&bvm=bv.72197243,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFb_TGGFS2p8JE6hrpA2GdN-Ts8xw&ust=1407233741093432
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=thesaurus&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=uU_uEJuNkVNcgM&tbnid=lfKFNNlpaqWiCM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://nisus.com/Thesaurus/&ei=dl3fU-qcOsGc0AW3i4D4DQ&bvm=bv.72197243,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNHmtSd7DNfgDMBObI1g_DBu3Dtfeg&ust=1407233771669101


Vocabulary choices 

The words you choose when writing - creatively or in analysis - are vital to the effect you want to 
have on the reader. For example, are you telling the reader “Tommo cried because he was sad” or 
are you showing them? “Tommo’s face glistened with sorrowful tears”. 

There are different levels of words: relevant, interesting and ambitious, 
however this doesn’t mean you have to fill your work with exceptionally 
long words. Often the most interesting work uses a variety of all these 
words. 

Task: using your skills from the dictionary and thesaurus pages, fill 
in the blanks in the table below.  

Relevant Interesting Ambitious 

said shouted

sad

happy

evil 

nice 

barbaric

moody

cascade

rush 

drab 

brutal 

attack 

conventional 

Create a word bank on the back of this booklet - and use 
your specialist vocab booklets from previous years to 

record and practise words you find interesting and could 
use in your writing. 

Task: 



Root words 
A root word is the base word to construct a longer word with a 
slightly different meaning. 

Understanding how to structure words will help us when spelling 
and constructing longer words. It will also help when we read a text 
and don’t understand a word, we can deconstruct it to help us! 

First, we need to understand what a prefix and a suffix is: 

Prefix – letters placed before 
the root word. 

Suffix – letters placed after the 
root word. 

Example: Un employ  ment

The prefix here is un –
which means not / against 
/ opposite  

The suffix here is ment –
which is a condition or 
state of being. 

The root word is 
employ – give work to 
someone. 

When you put your understanding of all these words together then you get the following meaning. A 
person who is in a state of not having a job or work. 

Task: 
Find as many words as you can from the root word given. Remember that the root 
word can go at the beginning, middle or end of the new word. 
EXT: Can you find two examples of your own? 

Root word What other words can be made from this root? 

use 

friend 

faith 

act 

cycle

be

fix

(your own)



Simple sentences

In a simple sentence you only need one main clause – a clause is a group of 
words that may be used as a whole sentence, or as part of a sentence. 

You will need the following elements to make up the sentence:
• A capital letter at the beginning
• A full stop at the end
• Must contain a subject (noun)
• Must contain a verb 

The prince smiled. 
Capital letter

Subject (noun) Verb

Full stop. 

In these sentences underline the subject and circle the 
verb: 

Subject (noun) 

Who or what the 
sentence is 
about.  

Verb 

A doing word or 
a being word. 

1. The pop singer played a guitar. 
2. The angry dog barked loudly. 
3. The sheep grazed on the hillside. 
4. My favourite football team won the cup. 
5. Submarines travel underwater. 

Create 5 simple sentences
Ext: Use ambitious vocabulary 

Section 3: Different types of sentence 

Task: 



Complex and Compound sentences

The previous page looked at how to structure a simple sentence using a main clause. 
We are now going to look at how to construct a complex sentence and a 
compound sentence. 

The child smiled. 
This is our main clause. To make it 
into a complex sentence you need to 
add a subordinate clause. 

Subordinate clause

Part of a sentence that 
doesn’t make sense on it’s 
own.

The subordinate clause can 
go at the beginning, middle 
or end of the sentence.  

The child smiled, while skipping down the road.

While skipping down the road, the child smiled. 

The child, while skipping down the road, smiled. 

How to write a compound sentence – this one is much easier!  
Ex

am
pl

es
 o

f 
Co

m
pl

ex
 

se
nt

en
ce

s
A complex sentence is basically two main clauses stuck together with a connective –
and, if, so, but, yet etc. 

The child smiled. He was happy.

The child smiled because he was happy.    

By adding one connective in the 
middle you have transformed your 
sentence. 

Try to use a variety of connectives 
in your work. 

How to write a complex sentence



Highlight the subordinate clause in these complex 
sentences. 

Peer assessed by:

1. The sun was shining, trying to peep out from behind the cloud. 
2. Running at full speed, the cheetah pounced on its prey. 
3. The wizard, not seeing the gremlin, tucked his wand inside his cloak. 
4. Shining in the autumn sun, the knight’s armour reflected his bravery. 
5. The wind tore through the trees, ripping the leaves from their branches. 

Re-write these simple sentences turning them into 
different variations of complex and compound 
sentences. 

Ext: You must have at least 5 complex sentences with the subordinate clause in 
different places. 

I love chocolate. 

The frog jumped really high.

The perfume smelt like roses. 

The window was frosted. 

Babies cry all the time. 

I can use simple sentences in my writing. 

Ben walked home from school. 

The princess was annoyed. 



Commas
Punctuation marks are the traffic signals of language: 
they tell us to slow down, notice this, take a detour, or 
stop. 

Of all the punctuation marks, the comma is the most 
used and misused. Commas can create havoc when they 
are in the wrong spot, and the results can be hilarious. 
This little dot with a tail has the power to change the 
meaning of a sentence by connecting things that 
shouldn’t be connected or breaking apart things that 
should stay together. 

How to use a comma correctly- the rules

A comma should never take the place of a full stop. 

1. It should be used to separate a main clause from a subordinate clause: main 
clause= makes sense on its own; subordinate clause = only makes sense next to a 
main clause.

• As it was her birthday, Zoe slept in until 10am.
• Sarah ran down the street, until she caught up with the bus.

2. It should also be used to separate items in a list (though you would use a semi-
colon for this if you start the list after a colon). For example: 

I would like sausage, two eggs, beans and toast. 
Note: and is used to separate the final two items in a list. 

Tip: Try to think how a passage sounds by reading it out loud – if you pause within a 
sentence then there should be a comma. If there is a longer pause at the end of a main 
clause, you need a full stop.

Section 4: Punctuation
Punctuation is for both clarity and effect.

Use punctuation to control your writing and to 
show understanding of grammar.

Using punctuation for effect may mean 
sometimes breaking the rules… so first show 
that you know those rules!



Put the correct commas and full stops into the sentences 
below. 

Think – do they make sense?  

1. After we left Grandma Mum and I had a picnic in the park.

2. Stinking bad breath swollen purple gums easy bruising bleeding eyeballs 

tiredness and death

3. Without saying another word she hurried into the airport shop and bought a 

copy for herself

4. Marc was the first to recover sitting by the kitchen he had been out of the line 

of fire and hadn’t been hit

5. The choir was singing “Isn’t she lovely?” and for some reason the choir was 

made up of chipmunks and Libby was in charge of them

Ext: Write your own complex sentence and ask your partner to add the 

commas in the correct place.

6. ___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

7. ___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Peer assessed by:

Commas



The rules about apostrophes

With practice you can really understand how to use apostrophes. Let’s practise.
Bonus point: what did you notice about the words in this sentence?

You never use an apostrophe just to form a plural, for example, you would have one shoe 
and two shoes – it would never be shoe’s. 

You use an apostrophe in omission – to omit something is to leave it out, eg one or more 
letters. For example, do not becomes don’t – you use the apostrophe in the place of the o in
not.   

You can also use an apostrophe to show possession, before an s, to show that the subject of 
a sentence owns the object of the sentence. For example, Katie’s pencil case – this tells us 
that Katie owns the pencil case. 

Exception to the rule: If the person or subject already ends in an s then the apostrophe 
comes after the s and no extra s is added. For example, James’ pile of books. 

Task:
Can you 
correct these 
errors? 

Apostrophes



There are two reasons to use an apostrophe: 

1. My best friends sister is called Jodie. 

2. I havent done my homework. 

3. If they go to the shops theyll miss the football. 

4. Ronaldo’s goal this weekend was brilliant

5. There werent any eggs left after Nishil dropped the 
box.

6. Weve won lots of cups this year; were Londons best 
school. 

7. Im always late for school in the morning, its my dads 
fault

8. There arent many cars Id drive but I like BMWs

9. I shouldve caught the 10.30 bus but I was late. 

10. Patricks car is not very reliable, its always breaking 
down. 

Task 2: write down as 
many words as you can 
with omitted letters. 

Task 1: add in any missing 
apostrophes from the 
sentences below. 

Peer assessed by:

Apostrophes

Possession

To show that one thing 
owns another.

The lady’s hat. 
The lady owns the hat. 

Omission 

Where you need to miss a letter 
out. 

You’ve left some letters out. 
‘You have’ becomes ‘you’ve’.

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=apostrophe&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=cD-nc7EIfHsbPM&tbnid=nUnkXACovorGNM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://shapersofthe80s.com/2012/01/14/%E2%9E%A4-spare-a-thought-for-the-sad-apostrophe-whos-putting-on-a-brave-face-at-twitter/&ei=ZobfU9_vNcOR0QWx9ICoDA&bvm=bv.72197243,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNGOYDyq4wYO8_DDuYMiFUvhrzobUg&ust=1407244254034438


Semi-colons

Remember: 
Each part of the sentence - on either side of the semi-colon - has to be able to 
stand alone; each needs to be a complete sentence, grammatically complete.

(See what we did there?)



Peer assessed by:

Semi-colons



Colons

Remember: 
The part of the sentence 
after the colon cannot
stand on its own: alone, 
abandoned, incomplete.

(See what we did there?)



Peer assessed by:

Colons



Direct speech



Peer assessed by:

Direct speech
Don’t use dialogue in creative writing just for the sake of 
it: use it to develop characters or plot.



Full stops, exclamation marks and question marks

Extract for activity on the next page 



Peer assessed by:

Direct speech



Section 5: Homophones

What is a homophone?
Homophones are words that sound the same but have different
meanings. If we get these words wrong it can create a 
completely different meaning to our writing and understanding. 

Why is it important? You want people to understand what you are writing. In your GCSE 
exams, SPaG matters: across Literature and Language it gains you extra marks. Let’s start 
practising now! 

The basics and most frequently confused:

There

• Use there when referring to a place, whether concrete ("over there by the 
building") or more abstract (“there are things that make this difficult”). 
•Also use there with the verb BE (is, am, are, was, were) to indicate the 
existence of something, or to mention something for the first time. 
If you wrote there, will the sentence still make sense if you replace it with here? 
If so, you're using it correctly.

They’re

A contraction of they and are where you simply add an apostrophe to omit (add 
in the place of a letter)  the letter a in are. 
If you used they're, will the sentence still make sense if you replace it with they 
are? If so, you're on the right track!

Their 
When you are talking about something that someone owns. 
If you chose their, will the sentence still make sense if you replace it with our? If 
so, you've chosen the correct word.

Fill in the blanks using the correct their / they’re / there. 

1. ____________ going to the funfair but _______ not sure what rides to go on yet.

2. ___________ house was amazingly beautiful but _________ incredibly rude! 

3. She couldn’t collect her boots from the cupboard as _________ was a gigantic spider in 
_________. 

4. This is __________ ball of green string and __________ going to build a helicopter with it. 

5. Please go over _______ and speak to Mr. Smith about the topic. When you have finished ask 
group two if you can borrow _______ pencils. 

Peer assessed by:



Here 

• Use here when referring to a place, whether concrete (“please come over here 
by the entrance") or more abstract (“here are some things I want to say"). 
•Also use here with the verb BE (is, am, are, was, were) to indicate the existence 
of something, or to mention something for the first time. 
If you wrote here, will the sentence still make sense if you replace it with there? If 
so, you're using it correctly. (Did you notice – this was very similar to there?)

Hear 
One of your five senses. Sounds made externally that our ears detect. 
Is there reference to a sound or noise in the sentence? Then you are using the 
right homophone! 

1. You need to wait _________ patiently until the bus comes. 

2. Can you _______ the bells in the distance? 

3. “What is this over _________? Have you drawn on the wall?”

4. She rang the reception bell impatiently and eventually ended up yelling, “Hello, I am here!”

5. I feel ancient, I can barely _________ myself think of this racket they call music. 

To •Use to as a preposition before a noun or as an infinitive before a verb. 

Too
•Use too as a synonym for also or to indicate excessiveness (a lot of something!)

Can you replace too with also, you are probably using the right one! 

Two Simply the number after one. 

1. I ate _______ much cake and now I think I am going ______ explode. 

2. Annoyingly, when I opened my Skittles , I only had ______ red ones. I am going ______ 
complain. 

3. This time he has gone ______ far. 

4. Atticus talks _______ much. I need him to understand that I only have _______ minutes before 
my curfew runs out. 

5. Meet me at ________ o’clock to catch the train to Upminster 

Homophones



Where • Where is one of our 5 Ws for asking questions. 
• Like there and here, it is also a place.

Wear Used when referring to an item that you, or somebody else, have on their body. 

We’re The same as you’re, a contraction for we and are. 
If you can replace it with we are then you have the right one! 

Were The past tense of was.   (It’s not quite a homophone but people often                                         
confuse this word with the ones above).

1. “________ are we going? Is it some_______ fun?”  Lucy squealed. 

2. _________ going to go crazy if we sit here any longer. 

3. I thought I was going to ________ a woolly hat but by the time I was ready it was sunny 
outside. 

4. They ________ going to the gym but then they passed the ice cream parlour, _______ they spent 
the next hour. 

5. _________ going to have to resort to plan B _________ we use the dancing crocodile instead of 
the  gymnastic elephant.

Homophones

Give examples of other homophones:

its and it’s:
The possessive its does NOT have an apostrophe - because then it would look too much like 
it’s which is always a contraction of it is and must always have an apostrophe.
• It’s clear that an example would be useful.
• The booklet was useful, and its examples made things clear.



When my workdays over, and I have closed my notebook, hidden my pen, and sawed hole’s in my 
rented canoe so that it cant be found, I often like to spend the evening in conversation with my 
few surviving friend’s. Sometime’s we discuss literature. Sometime’s we discuss the people who 
are trying to destroy us, and if theres any hope of escaping from them. And sometime’s we discuss 
frightening and troublesome animal’s that might be nearby, and this topic always lead’s to much 
disagreement over which part of a frightening and troublesome beast is the most frightening and 
troublesome. Some say the teeth of the beast, because teeth are used for eating children, and often 
they’re parents, and nawing on there bones. Some say the claw’s of the beast, because claws are 
used for ripping things to shreds. And some say the hair of the beast, because the hair can make 
allergic people sneeze. 

But I always’s insist that the most frightening part of any beast is it’s belly, for the 
simple reason that if you are seeing the belly of the beast it mean’s you have already seen the teeth 
and the claw’s of the beast and even the hair of the beast, and now you are trapped and there is 
probably no hope for you. For this reason, the phrase “in the belly of the best” has become an 
expression which means “inside some terrible place with little chance of escaping safely,” and its 
not an expression one should look forward to using. 

Task: 
Go through the writing below and correct it. There are 20 errors 
(including repeated ones). Look out for the incorrect use of 
homophones and apostrophes. Don’t forget the rules you have 
learnt. 

Homophones

Peer assessed by:



PART TWO: 
Exploring writer’s 

techniques

Choose 5 techniques/methods from the word cloud 
and create your own examples



Analysing adjectives



Analysing adjectives



Analysing verbs



Analysing verbs



Analysing adverbs



Analysing adverbs



Your own notes/creative writing
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